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Abstract
A new class of fuzzy closed sets, namely fuzzy weakly closed set in a fuzzy topological space is introduced and
it is established that this class of fuzzy closed sets lies between fuzzy closed sets and fuzzy generalized closed sets.
Alongwith the study of fundamental results of such closed sets, we define and characterize fuzzy weakly compact
space and fuzzy weakly closed space.
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1. Introduction and Preliminaries
It is known that the different notions of topology are defined in terms of the open sets, which can also be replaced
by either closed sets, or closure or interior, or neighborhood system. Among these again open sets and closed sets are
very closely linked and are indispensable in the study of the topological notions. This has led to several generaliza-
tions of closed sets ([1], [4], [5], [11], [12], [16], [17], [21] etc.) which in turn have provided several new properties
of topological spaces.
In this study, we consider fuzzy topological space (FTS) in Chang’s sense [8], by xcl(A) we mean x−closure of A
where x ∈ {α, s, p, sp, g∗s} . We give below a few definitions and results which are required for our study and refer
the readers to [18] for the terms not defined here.
Definition 1.1. A family {Aλ | λ ∈ Λ} of fuzzy subsets of a set X has the finite intersection property (FIP) if the
intersection of the members of each finite subfamily of {Aλ | λ ∈ Λ} is nonempty.
Definition 1.2. [10] A collection of fuzzy subsets Γ of an FTS X is said to form a fuzzy filterbase iff for every collection
{A j | j = 1, 2, ..., n},
n∧
j=1
A j , 0X .
Definition 1.3. A fuzzy set A of an FTS (X, τ) is said to be:
i. [6] fuzzy α−closed (simply Fα−closed) if cl(Int(cl(A))) ≤ A.
ii. [6] fuzzy pre-closed set (simply Fp-closed) if cl(Int(A)) ≤ A.
iii. [2] fuzzy semi-closed set (simply Fs-closed) if Int(cl(A)) ≤ A.
iv. [3] Generalized closed (Fg-closed) fuzzy set iff cl(A) ≤ U whenever A ≤ U and U ∈ τ.
v. [15] Semi-generalized closed fuzzy set (Fsg-closed) if scl(A) ≤ U whenever A ≤ U and U is a semi open fuzzy
set.
vi. [19] α−generalized closed (Fαg-closed) fuzzy set if αcl(A) ≤ U whenever A ≤ U and U ∈ τ.
vii. [19] Generalized α−closed fuzzy set (Fgα-closed) if αcl(A) ≤ U whenever A ≤ U and U is Fα−open.
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viii. [20] Semi-pre-generalized fuzzy set (Fspg-closed) if spcl(A) ≤ U whenever A ≤ U and U is fuzzy semi-pre-
open.
ix. [7] Pre-generalized fuzzy set (Fpg-closed) if pcl(A) ≤ U whenever A ≤ U and U is fuzzy pre-open.
x. [9] Generalized-semi closed (Fgs-closed) fuzzy set if scl(A) ≤ U whenever A ≤ U and U ∈ τ.
xi. Generalized-pre closed (Fgp-closed) fuzzy set if pcl(A) ≤ U whenever A ≤ U and U ∈ τ.
xii. Generalized-semi-pre closed (Fgsp-closed) fuzzy set if spcl(A) ≤ U whenever A ≤ U and U ∈ τ.
xiii. [14] g*s-closed fuzzy set iff scl(A) ≤ U whenever A ≤ U and U is Fgs-open fuzzy set.
The complements of the above closed sets are known as the respective open sets.
Proposition 1.4. In an FTS (X, τ) the following results hold:
i. [3] Every fuzzy closed set is Fg-closed.
ii. [15] Every Fs-closed set is Fsg-closed.
iii. [19] Every Fα-closed set is Fαg-closed.
iv. [7] Every Fp-closed set is Fpg-closed.
v. [20] Every Fsp-closed set is Fspg-closed.
vi. [14] Every Fs-closed set is Fg*s-closed.
vii. [14] Every g*s-closed fuzzy set is Fsg-closed.
The converse of the each of the above results are not necessarily true.
Proposition 1.5. ([2], [6], [22]) In an FTS (X, τ) the following results hold for different types of open sets:
i. Every fuzzy open set is Fαg-open.
ii. Every Fα-open set is both fuzzy semiopen and fuzzy preopen.
iii. Every fuzzy semiopen set is fuzzy semi-preopen
The following lemma is a direct consequence of the definitions.
Lemma 1.6. Let A be a fuzzy subset in an FTS (X, τ). Then each of the following follows directly from the definitions:
i. spcl(A) ≤ scl(A) ≤ αcl(A) ≤ cl(A),
ii. spcl(A) ≤ pcl(A) ≤ αcl(A)
2. Fuzzy weakly-closed sets
Weakly closed set in topological space was introduced by Sundaram et al. in [21]. In this section, we introduce
fuzzy weakly-closed set in an FTS and study some general properties of such sets.
Definition 2.1. Let (X, τ) be an FTS and A be a fuzzy subset of X. Then A is said to be fuzzy weakly-closed if cl(A) ≤ U,
whenever A ≤ U, U is a fuzzy semi-open set in X. Complement of a fuzzy weakly-closed set is fuzzy weakly-open set.
Example 2.2. Consider the FTS (X, τ), where X = {a, b, c}, τ = {0X , 1X , B} and
B(x) =
1 i f x = b;0 otherwise.
Then F(x) =
1 i f x = a, c;0 otherwise,
is fuzzy weakly-closed, whereas
E(x) =
1 i f x = a, b;0 otherwise,
is not fuzzy weakly-closed.
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Theorem 2.3. Union of two fuzzy weakly-closed set is fuzzy weakly-closed.
Proof. Let A and B be two fuzzy weakly-closed sets in X. Let U be a fuzzy semi-open set in X such that A∨B ≤ U ⇒
A ≤ U and B ≤ U. Then by definition of fuzzy weakly closed set, we have cl(A) ≤ U and cl(B) ≤ U ⇒ cl(A ∨ B) ≤
U ⇒ A ∨ B is fuzzy weakly-closed.
Remark 2.4. Intersection of two fuzzy weakly-closed sets is not necessarily fuzzy weakly-closed.
Example 2.5. Consider the fuzzy sets A, I,N, F, E defined on X = {a, b, c, d} as follows:
A(x) =
1 i f x = a;0 otherwise,
I(x) =
1 i f x = b, d;0 otherwise,
N(x) =
1 i f x = a, b, d;0 otherwise,
F(x) =
1 i f x = a, c;0 otherwise,
and E(x) =
1 i f x = a, b;0 otherwise
Then τ = {0X , A, I,N, 1X} is a fuzzy topology on X. Here F and E are fuzzy weakly-closed sets but F ∧ E = A is
not a fuzzy weakly closed set.
Remark 2.6. Arbitrary union of fuzzy weakly-closed sets is not necessarily fuzzy weakly-closed.
Theorem 2.7. Intersection of two fuzzy weakly-open sets is fuzzy weakly-open.
Proof. Let A and B be two fuzzy weakly-open sets⇒ Ac and Bc are fuzzy weakly-closed sets⇒ Ac ∨ Bc is a fuzzy
weakly-closed set⇒ (A ∧ B)c is a fuzzy weakly-closed set⇒ A ∧ B is a fuzzy weakly-open set.
Remark 2.8. Union of two fuzzy weakly-open sets need not be fuzzy weakly-open.
Remark 2.9. Arbitrary intersection of fuzzy weakly-open sets need not be fuzzy weakly-open.
Theorem 2.10. A fuzzy set A in an FTS (X, τ) is fuzzy weakly open iff U ≤ int(A) whenever U ≤ A and U is fs-closed.
Proof. Let A be fuzzy weakly open set such that U ≤ A and U is fs-closed⇒ Ac ≤ Uc, where Uc is fs-open. Now Ac
is fuzzy weakly closed, so cl(Ac) ≤ Uc ⇒ U ≤ (cl(Ac))c = int(A).
Conversely, assume that U ≤ int(A) whenever U ≤ A where U is fs-closed. Let Ac ≤ V where V is fs-open
⇒ Vc ≤ A ⇒ Vc ≤ int(A) (by hypothesis)⇒ (int(A))c ≤ V ⇒ cl(Ac) ≤ V ⇒ Ac is fuzzy weakly closed⇒ A is fuzzy
weakly open.
Theorem 2.11. If a fuzzy set A in an FTS (X, τ) is both fuzzy open and fuzzy generalized closed, then it is fuzzy weakly
closed.
Proof. Let A be an fuzzy open set which is also fg-closed⇒ cl(A) ≤ A as A is a fuzzy open set containing itself. We
know A ≤ cl(A) for any fuzzy set in X. Hence A = cl(A)⇒ A is fuzzy closed set⇒ A is fuzzy weakly-closed set.
Remark 2.12. If A and B are two fuzzy sets such that A ≤ B ≤ cl(A), then cl(A) = cl(B).
Theorem 2.13. Let A be a fuzzy weakly-closed subset of an FTS (X, τ) and suppose the fuzzy subset B is such that
A ≤ B ≤ cl(A), then B is also fuzzy weakly-closed.
Proof. Let A be a fuzzy weakly-closed set and U be an fuzzy semi-open set such that B ≤ U ⇒ A ≤ U. Then by
definition of fuzzy weakly-closed set cl(A) ≤ U. But cl(B) = cl(A)⇒ cl(B) ≤ U ⇒ B is fuzzy weakly-closed set.
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Definition 2.14. Let A be a fuzzy set in an FTS X. Then fuzzy weakly-closure and weakly-interior of A(denoted by
wcl(A) and wint(A) respectively) are defined as follows:
wcl(A) =
∧{B | B is fuzzy weakly-closed set and A ≤ B}.
wint(A) =
∨{C | C is fuzzy weakly-open set and C ≤ A}.
If A is a fuzzy weakly-closed set then wcl(A) = A but the converse is not necessarily true since intersection of any
two fuzzy weakly-closed sets may not be fuzzy weakly-closed.
Following results are obtained from the definitions:
wcl(Uc) = (wint(U))c and wint(Uc) = (wcl(U))c.
3. Comparative study
In this section, fuzzy weakly closed set is compared with different fuzzy closed sets. Below is a diagram describing
inter relationship of fuzzy weakly closed sets and other types of fuzzy closed sets. As implications are direct outcomes
of the definitions, we are omitting the proofs for the same. However, counter examples are given wherever necessary.
F weakly-closed
F-closed
Fsg-closed
Fgs-closed
Fg-closed
Fgsp-closed
Fspg-closed
Fgα-closed
Fgp-closed
Fpg-closed
Fp-closed
Fsp-closed
Fαg-closed
Fg*s-closed
Fs-closed
Fα-closed
Figure 1: Comparison of fuzzy weakly-closed set with different fuzzy closed sets
As shown in the figure the following are some examples that the converses of some implications are not necessarily
true and some of the classes of closed sets are independent of the class of fuzzy weakly closed sets.
Example 3.1. Taking the same FTS as defined in Example 2.5, we have N is a fuzzy weakly-closed set but not a fuzzy
closed set.
Example 3.2. For the FTS in Example 2.5,
I(x) =
1 i f x = b, d;0 otherwise
is fgs-closed and fsg-closed set but not fuzzy weakly-closed set.
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Example 3.3. For the FTS in Example 2.5,
G(x) =
1 i f x = a, d;0 otherwise
is a fg-closed set but not fuzzy weakly-closed set.
Example 3.4. But taking the FTS in Example 2.5, A is a fgα-closed set but not fuzzy weakly-closed set.
Example 3.5. Again for the FTS in Example 2.5, A is a fspg-closed set but not fuzzy weakly-closed set.
Example 3.6. Let X = {a, b, c} and H be a fuzzy set on it defined by
E(x) =
1 i f x = a, b;0 otherwise.
Then τ = {0X , 1X , E} is a fuzzy topology on X. Here E is a fgsp-closed but not fuzzy weakly-closed.
Example 3.7. For Example 2.5,
C(x) =
1 i f x = c;0 otherwise is a fgp-closed set but not a fuzzy weakly-closed set.
Example 3.8. Taking the same example as Example 2.5, A is a fs-closed, fα-closed and fg∗s-closed, N is a fsp-closed,
C is fp-closed and fgp-closed but are not fuzzy weakly-closed; on the other hand E is fuzzy weakly-closed set but not
fs-closed, fα-closed, fp-closed set and fpg-closed set and
J(x) =
1 i f x = c, d;0 otherwise is fuzzy weakly-closed but not fsp-closed as well as fg∗s-closed.
4. Compactness
A topological space is said to be compact if every open cover of it has a finite subcover, i.e., the property of a
topological space being compact depends on open sets. As open set is generalized to weakly open set, the concept of
compactness can also be generalized in the similar manner. In this section, we introduce fuzzy weakly-compactness
and fuzzy weakly-closed space, which are then characterized using fuzzy filterbases.
The notion of compactness for FTS was introduced by C.L. Chang [8]. But Lowen [13] differed from this and
subsequently definition for compactness by Chang is popularly known as quasi compactness.
We present below a result showing relationship of fg∗s-closed sets and the so called quasicompactness.
Theorem 4.1. Let (X, τ) be a fuzzy quasi compact topological space. If A is a fuzzy weakly-closed subset of X, then A
is also quasi compact.
Proof. Let {Uλ | λ ∈ Λ} be a fuzzy open cover of A, i.e., A ≤ ∨
λ∈Λ
Uλ. But
∨
λ∈Λ
Uλ is fs-open set containing A, which is
fuzzy weakly-closed⇒ cl(A) ≤ ∨
λ∈Λ
Uλ. We have cl(A) is a closed fuzzy set and hence is quasi compact⇒ ∃ a finite
subfamily {Uλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n} such that cl(A) ≤
n∨
i=1
Uλi ⇒ A ≤
n∨
i=1
Uλi ⇒ A is fuzzy quasi compact.
Definition 4.2. An FTS (X, τ) is said to be fuzzy weakly-compact iff for every family {Gλ | λ ∈ Λ} of fuzzy weakly-open
sets satisfying
∨
λ∈Λ
Gλ = 1X , there is a finite subfamily {Gλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n} such that
n∨
i=1
Gλi = 1X .
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Example 4.3. Let X = [0, 1] and An : X → [0, 1] be defined by
An(x) =
1 i f n is odd;1 − 1n i f n is even.
Then τ = {0X , 1X , An}, where n ∈ N is a fuzzy topology on X. If µ is a weakly open cover of X, then 1X must be a
member of µ, otherwise there does not exist a cover of X. Hence X is fuzzy weakly-compact.
Definition 4.4. A fuzzy set U in an FTS X is said to be fuzzy weakly-compact relative to X iff for every family
{Gλ | λ ∈ Λ} of fuzzy weakly-open sets satisfying ∨
λ∈Λ
Gλ(x) ≥ U(x), ∀x ∈ S upp(U), there is a finite subfamily
{Gλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n} such that (
n∨
i=1
Gλi )(x) ≥ U(x), for every x ∈ S upp(U).
Theorem 4.5. An FTS X is fuzzy weakly-compact iff X does not contain a fuzzy filterbase of fuzzy weakly-closed sets
such that the corresponding collection of fuzzy weakly-open sets forms a cover of X.
Proof. Equivalently we show, an FTS X is not fuzzy weakly-compact iff X contains atleast one fuzzy filterbase of
fuzzy weakly-closed sets such that the corresponding collection of fuzzy weakly-open sets forms a cover of X.
Let X be an FTS which is not fuzzy weakly-compact ⇒ ∃ a fuzzy weakly-open cover of X, say {Aλ | λ ∈ Λ}
without a finite subcover. i.e., every finite subcollection {Aλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n} is such that
n∨
i=1
Aλi , 1X ⇒
n∧
i=1
Acλi , 0X ⇒
{Acλ | λ ∈ Λ} forms a fuzzy filterbase of fuzzy weakly-closed sets.
Conversely, assume X contains atleast one fuzzy filterbase of fuzzy weakly-closed sets in X. If possible, let
X be fuzzy weakly-compact. So, every fuzzy weakly-open cover of X, say {Aλ | λ ∈ Λ}, has a finite subcover,
{Aλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n}, i.e.,
n∨
i=1
Aλi = 1X ⇒
n∧
i=1
Acλi = 0X ⇒ for every collection of fuzzy weakly-closed sets in X, there is
atleast one subcollection with empty intersection. Therefore, a collection of fuzzy weakly-closed sets can not form a
fuzzy filterbase.
Theorem 4.6. An FTS X is fuzzy weakly-compact if for every fuzzy filterbase Γ in X, ∧
A∈Γ
wcl(A) , 0X .
Proof. If possible, suppose {Aλ | λ ∈ Λ} is a fuzzy weakly-open cover of X which does not have a finite subcover. Then
for every finite subcollection {Aλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n}, there exists x ∈ X such that Aλi (x) < 1 for each i = 1, 2, ..., n. Then
Aλi
c > 0X ⇒
n∧
i=1
Aλi
c , 0X ⇒ {Aλc | λ ∈ Λ} forms a fuzzy filterbase of fuzzy weakly-closed set in X. Since {Aλ | λ ∈ Λ}
is fuzzy weakly-open cover of X, ( ∨
λ∈Λ
Aλ)(x) = 1 for every x ∈ X and hence (∧
λ∈Λ
Aλc)(x) = 0⇒ (∧
λ∈Λ
wclAλc)(x) = 0 , a
contradiction. Hence X is fuzzy weakly-compact.
Theorem 4.7. If an FTS X is fuzzy weakly-compact then for every fuzzy filterbase Γ of fuzzy weakly-closed sets in
X, ∧
A∈Γ
cl(A) , 0X .
Proof. Let X be a weakly-compact FTS. If possible, assume that, there exists a filterbase Γ of weakly-closed fuzzy
sets in X such that
∧
A∈Γ
cl(A) = 0X ⇒ ∨
A∈Γ
(clA)c = 1X ⇒ {(clA)c | A ∈ Γ} is a fuzzy weakly-open cover of X,
Then by definition of fuzzy weakly-compactness, ∃ a finite subcollection {(clAi)c | A ∈ Γ, i = 1, 2, ..., n} such that
n∨
i=1
(clAi)c = 1X ⇒ (
n∨
i=1
Aic) = 1X ⇒ (
n∧
i=1
Ai) = 0X , a contradiction. Hence ∧
A∈Γ
cl(A) , 0X .
Theorem 4.8. A fuzzy subset U in an FTS X is fuzzy weakly-compact relative to X if for every fuzzy filterbase Γ of
fuzzy weakly-closed sets in X, every finite subcollection of Γ is quasi coincident with U and (
∧
G∈Γ
wclG) ∧ U , 0X .
Proof. Assume U is not fuzzy weakly-compact relative to X, then ∃ a fuzzy weakly-open covering {Aλ | λ ∈ Λ} of U
without any finite subcover.
This implies (
n∨
i=1
Aλi )(x) < U(x) for some x ∈ S upp(U), for every finite subfamily of {Aλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n}. So,
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(
n∧
i=1
Acλi )(x) > 0 ⇒ Γ = {Acλ | λ ∈ Λ} forms a filterbase of weakly-closed fuzzy sets in X and (
n∨
i=1
Acλi ) q U. Next
by hypothesis (
∧
Acλ∈Γ
wcl(Acλ)) ∧ U , 0X ⇒ (
∧
Acλ∈Γ
Acλ) ∧ U , 0X . Then for some x ∈ S upp(U), (
∧
Acλ∈Γ
Acλ)(x) > 0 ⇒
(
∨
Acλ∈Γ
Aλ)(x) < 1, a contradiction. Hence U is fuzzy weakly-compact relative to X.
Theorem 4.9. If U is a fuzzy weakly-compact set relative to an FTS X then for every fuzzy filterbase Γ of fuzzy
weakly-closed sets in X, every finite subcollection of Γ is quasi coincident with U and (
∧
G∈Γ
clG) ∧ U , 0X .
Proof. Let U be fuzzy weakly-compact relative to X and ∃ a filterbase Γ of fuzzy weakly-closed sets in X such that ev-
ery finite subcollection of Γ is quasi coincident with U and (
∧
G∈Γ
clG)
∧
U = 0X ⇒ for every x ∈ S upp(U), (∧
G∈Γ
clG)(x) =
0 ⇒ (∨
G∈Γ
(clG)c)(x) = 1 ⇒ {(clG)c | G ∈ Γ} is a fuzzy weakly open covering of U. But U is fuzzy weakly-compact
relative to X, so ∃ a finite subfamily {(clGi)c | i = 1, 2, ..., n} such that for all x ∈ S upp(U), (
n∨
i=1
(clGi)c)(x) ≥ U(x) ⇒
(
n∧
i=1
(clGi))(x) ≤ Uc(x)⇒ (
n∧
i=1
clGi) q U, a contradiction. Hence the result.
Definition 4.10. An FTS X is said to be fuzzy weakly-closed iff for every family {Gλ | λ ∈ Λ} of fuzzy weakly-open sets
with
∨
λ∈Λ
Gλ(x) = 1, there exists a finite subfamily {Gλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n} such that (
n∨
i=1
wclGλi )(x) = 1 for every x ∈ X.
Definition 4.11. A fuzzy set U in an FTS X is said to be fuzzy weakly-closed relative to X iff for every family {Gλ | λ ∈
Λ} of fuzzy weakly-open sets with ∨
λ∈Λ
Gλ(x) = U(x), for all x ∈ S upp(U), there exists a finite subfamily {Gλi | i =
1, 2, ..., n} such that ( n∨
i=1
wclGλi )(x) = U(x), for every x ∈ S upp(U).
Remark 4.12. Every fuzzy weakly-compact space is fuzzy weakly-closed but not conversely.
Theorem 4.13. An FTS X is fuzzy weakly-closed if for every fuzzy filterbase Γ in X, (
∧
A∈Γ
wclA) , 0X .
Proof. Let every fuzzy filterbase Γ in X be such that (
∧
A∈Γ
wclA) , 0X . If possible, assume {Gλ | λ ∈ Λ} be a fuzzy
weakly-open cover of X and let for every finite subfamily {Gλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n}, (
n∨
i=1
wclGλi )(x) < 1 for some x ∈ X ⇒
(
n∧
i=1
wclGcλi )(x) > 0, for some x ∈ X ⇒ {(wclGλ)c | λ ∈ Λ} forms a fuzzy filterbase in X. We have
∧
λ∈Λ
Gcλ(x) = 0 ⇒∧
λ∈Λ
wcl(wclGλ)c(x) = 0, a contradiction. Hence X is fuzzy weakly-closed.
Theorem 4.14. If an FTS X is fuzzy weakly-closed then for every fuzzy weakly-open filterbase Γ in X, (
∧
G∈Γ
cl(G)) , 0X .
Proof. Let X be a fuzzy weakly-closed space, assume there exists a fuzzy weakly-open filterbase Γ in X such that∧
G∈Γ
cl(G) = 0X ⇒ ∨
G∈Γ
(clG)c = 1X ⇒ {(clGλ)c | λ ∈ Λ, Gλ ∈ Γ} is a fuzzy weakly-open covering of X. Then by the
definition of fuzzy weakly-closed space, it has a finite subfamily {(clGλi )c | i = 1, 2, ..., n} such that
n∨
i=1
wcl(clGλi )
c =
1X ⇒
n∧
i=1
(wcl(clGλi )
c)c = 0X ⇒
n∧
i=1
Gλi = 0X , a contradiction since all G’s are members of a filterbase. Hence∧
G∈Γ
cl(G) , 0X .
Theorem 4.15. If a fuzzy subset U in an FTS X is fuzzy weakly-closed relative to X then for every fuzzy weakly-open
filterbase {Gλ | λ ∈ Λ} in X with (∧
λ∈Λ
cl(Gλ)) ∧ U , 0X , there exists a finite subfamily {Gλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n} such that
(
n∧
i=1
Gλi ) q U.
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Proof. Let U be fuzzy weakly-closed relative to X and {Gλ | λ ∈ Λ} be a fuzzy weakly-open filterbase in X, such that
for every finite subfamily {Gλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n} of {Gλ | λ ∈ Λ}, we have (
n∧
i=1
Gλi ) q U but (
∧
λ∈Λ
cl(Gλ)) ∧ U = 0X ⇒
(
∧
λ∈Λ
cl(Gλ))(x) = 0 for every x ∈ S upp(U)⇒ ∨
λ∈Λ
(clGλ)c(x) = 1 for every x ∈ S upp(U)⇒ {(clGλ)c | λ ∈ Λ} forms a
fuzzy weakly-open cover of U and hence there is a finite subfamily {cl(Gλi )c | i = 1, 2, .., n} such that
n∨
i=1
wcl(clGλi )
c ≥
U ⇒ n∧
i=1
(wcl(clGλi )
c)c ≤ Uc ⇒ n∧
i=1
Gλi ≤ Uc ⇒
n∧
i=1
Gλi q U, a contradiction.
Theorem 4.16. A fuzzy subset U in an FTS X is fuzzy weakly-closed relative to X if for every fuzzy filterbase {Gλ | λ ∈
Λ} in X with (∧
λ∈Λ
wclGλ) ∧ U , 0X , there exists a finite subfamily {Gλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n} such that (
n∧
i=1
Gλi ) q U.
Proof. Suppose U satisfies the hypothesis and if possible, let U be not a fuzzy weakly-closed set relative to X, then
there exists a collection {Gλ | λ ∈ Λ} of fuzzy weakly-open sets that covers U such that for every finite subfamily
{Gλi | i = 1, 2, ..., n} we have (
n∨
i=1
wclGλi )(x) ≤ U(x) for some x ∈ S upp(U) and hence
n∧
i=1
(wclGλi )
c(x) ≥ Uc(x) ≥ 0 for
some x ∈ S upp(U)⇒ {(wclGλ)c | λ ∈ Λ} forms a fuzzy filterbase in X.
Now we claim that,
n∧
i=1
(wclGλi )
c q U for every finite subfamily of {Gλ | λ ∈ Λ}, for otherwise
n∧
i=1
(wclGλi )
c q U ⇒
U ≤ n∨
i=1
wclGλi , a contradiction.
So,
n∧
i=1
wcl(wclGλi )
c ∧ U , 0X ⇒ ∃ at least one x ∈ S upp(U) such that n∧
i=1
wcl(wclGλi )
c > 0X ⇒
n∨
i=1
(wcl(wclGλi )
c)c <
1X and hence
n∨
i=1
Gλi < 1X , a contradiction.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced fuzzy weakly closed set in an FTS and studied some of its set theoretic proper-
ties. We have also examined inter relationship of fuzzy weakly-closed sets and other generalizations of closed sets in
FTS. Further, fuzzy compactness and fuzzy closed space are studied through fuzzy weakly closed sets.
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